Skill Progression in Scratch Revisited
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ABSTRACT
This paper contributes to a growing body of work that attempts to measure informal learning online by revisiting two of the most surprising findings from a 2012 study on skill progression in Scratch by Scaffidi and Chambers: users tend to share decreasingly code-heavy projects over time; and users’ projects trend toward using a less diverse range of code concepts. We revisit Scaffidi and Chambers’s work in three ways: with a replication of their study using the full population of projects from which they sampled, a simulation study that replicates both their analytic and sampling methodology, and an alternative analysis that addresses several important threats. Our results suggest that the population estimates are opposite in sign to those presented in the original work.
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INTRODUCTION
In recent years, informal learning with digital tools has become increasingly prevalent in contexts including online communities, maker-spaces, and after-school computer clubs. One challenge in these informal learning environments is the measurement of learning outcomes, as there are rarely pre-specified learning goals and learning can occur in many ways. As these environments become increasingly widespread, it is important to not only formulate appropriate measures of learning but also validate and replicate findings. Moreover, within the larger sphere of human-computer interaction research, replication has been cited as important as it can help confirm previous findings and lead to better methodologies and measures [16].

This paper re-examines part of the first quantitative evaluation of learning in the Scratch community, published in 2012 by Scaffidi and Chambers [14]. Scratch is a visual, block-based programming language designed for children aged 8–15, which young programmers have used to create a vast range of projects including animations, games, interactive stories, simulations, and science experiments [13]. In Scratch, programs are constructed by dragging and dropping visual blocks—similar to tokens in other programming languages—to define the behavior of on-screen graphical objects called sprites (Figure 1). The Scratch language is supported by a large online community launched in March 2007 and publicly announced in May 2007 [10], where creators can share their projects, comment on each others’ work, and remix projects created by their peers.1

In particular, we revisit two of Scaffidi and Chambers’s findings that ran counter to their hypotheses: that users tend to share decreasingly code-heavy projects over time; and that users’ projects trend toward using a less diverse range of blocks. We revisit these findings as they are often cited in the literature on learning in informal online settings (e.g., [8, 12]), because their study uses a relatively small sample of 2,195 Scratch projects shared by 250 users from a population where a full dataset has been made available, and because the original results are surprising in terms of other research. In particular, these results seem to run counter to earlier work on Scratch suggesting that young learners in a computer club broadened their block usage and project count over time even without teacher intervention [9] as well as several qualitative studies that suggested that Scratch users grew in their learning of

1https://scratch.mit.edu
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programming concepts over time [4, 11, 2]. Drawing from the same population as Scaffidi and Chambers but using different measures of learning, more recent work has also suggested that Scratch users tend to learn over time [17, 5].

This paper attempts to explore this apparent contradiction in three ways. First, we replicate Scaffidi and Chambers’s relevant analyses with the full Scratch dataset. Second, we conduct a simulation study to estimate the chances of the earlier work’s finding given their sample size. Third, we offer an alternative modeling approach that addresses important issues highlighted by our attempt at replication. By using the full dataset of 643,246 public non-remix projects shared by 138,321 users at approximately the time of data collection for the earlier work, we show that the actual relationships between these measures of skill and time are reversed in sign from Scaffidi and Chambers’s original findings. By simulating small samples using their methodology, we are able to reproduce Scaffidi and Chambers’s results in a way that suggests that the earlier findings are most likely the result of a small sample and an unlucky random draw. Finally, using the larger dataset, we are also able to present more detailed within-person estimates that support our new finding of a positive relationship. We argue that these new results help bring Scaffidi and Chambers’s study in line with other research on learning and skill progression in similar settings.

SCAFFIDI AND CHAMBERS (2012)
Scaffidi and Chambers provide a detailed analysis of learning in Scratch, developing and testing a series of models of users’ skill progression and levels of activity. In this paper, we focus on two of the paper’s findings that contradict the authors’ stated hypotheses. They find that there is a negative relationship between the depth and breadth of projects shared by users on Scratch and the time since users created their accounts.

The authors define depth as the “amount with which people used [Scratch’s programming] features,” which they measure as the total number of programming blocks used in a project (see Figure 1), excluding any measure of graphical elements or sounds. Breadth is defined as, “the range of different features people could use,” measured as the total number of distinct categories of programming blocks used within a project. For their categorization, Scaffidi and Chambers group Scratch’s 120 unique programming primitives into a set of 17 categories.

Scaffidi and Chambers sampled 250 users from the Scratch website by using a “Surprise Me” feature that displayed a random published project.2 The authors then collected a sample of projects from each user’s list of projects. Users’ projects on the Scratch website are displayed in ascending order of time created and are paginated into groups of 15. Scaffidi and Chambers’s dataset included each user’s first project and one project selected randomly from each subsequent page. For example, if a user published 35 projects, the sample would include three projects: their first project, a project between 16 and 30, and a project between 30 and 35. Scaffidi and Chambers selected a total of 2,195 projects, of which 403 could not be analyzed due to version incompatibilities and errors. They also discarded one additional project from the remaining set as the creator of the project in question had simply copied a number of blocks repeatedly. In their study of project depth and breadth, they omitted remixed projects from their analysis.

To motivate their analyses, Scaffidi and Chambers hypothesized that “online Scratch users would demonstrate an increase in sophistication over time, with rising breadth and depth demonstrated by Scratch animations.” To test this hypothesis, they created a measure of experience represented by the number of months that had elapsed since each project’s creator shared their first project, rounded to the nearest month. They regressed this measure of creator experience on their measures of depth and breadth. Despite their expectations, they found a well-estimated negative relationship between depth and months ($\beta = -1.51, p < 0.01$) and a similarly well-estimated negative relationship between breadth and months ($\beta = -0.07, p < 0.01$).

Because learning happens within individuals, Scaffidi and Chambers also considered variation in a person-level version of their dataset. Among 145 users with projects shared in more than one month, they calculate the average depth and average breadth of a user’s projects in their first and last months, testing the difference with two-tailed t-tests. In both cases, they found positive relationships between time on Scratch and breadth and depth, but a small sample size meant that these were poorly estimated. They could not reject the null hypothesis that there was no relationship.

REPLICATION USING FULL DATASET
Although there is some debate over terminology, we attempt a “replication” of Scaffidi and Chambers’s work as defined by Bollen et al. [1] in that we use the original authors methods with new data. We deviate from Scaffidi and Chambers’s methods in three ways: we include all Scratch projects instead of a sample; we include all projects from every user instead of sub-sample; and we include data on nearly every project, while Scaffidi and Chambers’s analytic software fails to parse 18% due to errors and incompatibilities. In each sense, we include more data, increase internal validity, and work around limitations in the previous work. In all other ways, we attempt to ensure that our methods are identical to Scaffidi and Chambers’s.

Our replication analysis began with the dataset of 1,925,054 public projects shared between March 2007 and April 2012. Following Scaffidi and Chambers, we first remove 506,072 projects that are remixes. Next, we remove 775,736 projects that were shared after July 1,
Table 1. Regression models on measures of project depth and breadth. The unit of analysis is average month of user experience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Depth</th>
<th>Breadth</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Intercept)</td>
<td>74.72***</td>
<td>2.68***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.95)</td>
<td>(0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>months</td>
<td>2.57***</td>
<td>0.01***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(0.17)</td>
<td>(0.00)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$R^2$</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num. obs.</td>
<td>643246</td>
<td>643246</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The fact that our regression results are opposite in sign to the well estimated results reported by Scaffidi and Chambers is surprising. One explanation may be due to one of the other major findings in Scaffidi and Chambers paper: a high “dropout” rate in the Scratch community, where most Scratch users share only a very small number of projects. Even though the “Surprise Me” feature over-samples on very active users, Scratch’s steep dropout rate means that only a small number of users contribute data for later months and that, as a result, the results are very sensitive to the particular users that are sampled. This is further aggravated by the small sample size which previous work has shown can lead to incorrect estimates [7].

To test this theory, we implemented the sampling technique used by Scaffidi and Chambers (e.g., sampling on random projects, choosing 250 unique users; taking the first project and then one randomly selected project from each subsequent “page” of 15 projects, etc). Because Scratch is open source software, we reviewed the Scratch code from the time of Scaffidi’s paper to verify that our random project selection matches the “Surprise Me” functionality used in the original study. Using this methodology, we created 2,000 samples of projects from 250 users and estimated the linear regression models for each sample.

A visualization of the resulting estimates for the size of standard errors versus estimates for breadth across all 2,000 simulated samples is shown in Figure 2. We find that in 70% of our samples, there is no statistically significant relationship at the conventional level of $\alpha = 0.05$. That said, in 13.5% of the simulations, we estimate a positive association at the $\alpha = 0.01$ level. In 3.8% of the cases, we estimate a negative relationship at the same level. Results for depth are substantively similar but even less likely to result in estimates for which we can reject the null hypothesis of no relationship. In the models that show negative associations between user experience and both depth and breadth at below the $\alpha = 0.01$ level reported by Scaffidi and Chambers, our parameter estimates are very similar to those reported by them. Although it occurs in less than 4% of our simulated samples for breadth and less than 1% for depth, we were able to reproduce the earlier work’s results. It seems likely that Scaffidi and Chambers’s surprising results are due to one of these atypical samples.

SIMULATION: REPLICA TION USING SAMPLE

Figure 2. Plot of estimate vs. standard error from simulating samples using the Scaffidi and Chambers methodology.

ALTERNATIVE ANALYSIS: WITHIN-USER ESTIMATES

With a much larger sample, we can also fit types of models that would require more statistical power than was available to Scaffidi and Chambers and that might take into account additional threats to validity. In particular, we use fixed effects multilevel models [15] to estimate variation in depth and breadth associated with changes within users’ experiences over time, addressing the issue of non-independent observations present in Scaffidi and Chambers’s analysis and in both sets of analyses.

Sensitivity analyses showed similar results with or without remixes or projects created after the study by Scaffidi and Chambers.
In results not reported here, we found that our pattern of results is similar using a complete dataset from 2007 to 2012. Subsequent work has offered a category system for blocks similar to Scaffidi and Chambers’s measure of breadth, where Scratch blocks correspond to computational thinking concepts (e.g. loops, operators, and events) [3]. Other work has analyzed when users adopt these individual concepts in their Scratch code as a way to measure learning [5]. Scaffidi and Chambers’s measures each require continued performance and consider that a user is not progressing if their projects do not include more code and a wider variety of code over time. More recent work has used trajectory-based measures of the cumulative repertoire of programming concepts [17, 5] which we believe is a promising avenue for future research.

Although Scaffidi and Chambers’s surprising results on depth and breadth seem to have been driven by a small dataset and an unlucky sample, their paper includes many other findings and detailed analyses that remain important for researchers of learning and programming in informal environments. Of particular importance is their description of a high dropout rate in the Scratch community. While high attrition is common to many online communities, it has serious implications for learning outcomes when, as Scaffidi and Chambers rightfully point out, very few users stick around over a significant period of time. Whatever the modeled estimate of learning over time may be, many (or most) users do not participate long enough to receive any benefits.

We hope that our work helps demonstrate the value of replication in human-computer interaction research. The majority of replications in HCI have been described as unplanned replications of previous findings [6]. In this paper, we explicitly set out to conduct a replication, and our findings are opposite to those in the original study. For designers of informal learning communities such as Scratch, this positive evidence of skill progression represents good news, provides an answer to the puzzle of Scaffidi and Chambers’s surprising results, and brings their study into harmony with other research. Of course, our revised estimates only reinforce Scaffidi and Chambers’s parting argument calling for research to help decrease high levels of “attrition” among users of informal learning environments. When users’ skills progress over time, it is even more important that designers understand how to support and increase engagement.
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DISCUSSION

Taken together, our replication, simulation, and within-user model offer one explanation for the surprising contradiction between findings by Scaffidi and Chambers and other research on learning in Scratch. Although Scaffidi and Chambers’s 2012 paper suggested that Scratch users tend to share increasingly code-heavy projects over time and that users’ projects trend toward using a less diverse range of code concepts, our replication of their findings in the full dataset of Scratch users from 2007 to 2010 suggest that the actual relationship is reversed.4 Our simulation results suggest that Scaffidi and Chambers drew an unlucky random sample. Finally, using within-user models, we found consistently positive relationships between experience and breadth and depth.

One potential takeaway is the need for improved quantitative measures of learning in Scratch. For example, presented above. These models are equivalent to fitting dummy variables for every user and control for every variable—observed or unobserved—that has a consistent effect on the outcome across a user’s projects. In the case of depth, we also log-transform Scaffidi and Chambers’s depth measure to better meet parametric assumptions of the model. By adopting a regression framework instead of relying on t-tests, we can add additional controls. For example, we can control for the number of comments received since the last project—a variable shown to be an important predictor of learning in Scratch [5].

Results from fixed effects models estimated using the full population of non-remix projects are presented in Table 2. In our breadth model we estimate that a 1% increase in the amount of user experience is associated with a 0.02% difference in the number of blocks. In our breadth model, a 1% increase in the amount of the user’s experience is associated with a 0.001 unit difference in the number of categories used in a project, holding all else constant. Similar to Scaffidi and Chambers’s t-tests, these results suggest small, positive relationships between experience and measures of project depth and breadth. Goodness of fit statistics suggest that neither model describes much of the within-user variation in breadth or depth, suggesting the need for better predictors and better measures.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>In Months Experience</th>
<th>0.02***</th>
<th>0.10***</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ln Comments Since Last Project</td>
<td>0.01***</td>
<td>0.01*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R^2</td>
<td>0.0002</td>
<td>0.0011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adj. R^2</td>
<td>0.0001</td>
<td>0.0008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Num. obs.</td>
<td>643246</td>
<td>643246</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Regression models for Scratch users’ depth and breadth. All models use user-level fixed effects and reflect within-user estimates.
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